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Private windsurfing courses 
 

 

For those who rent equipment in Prasonisi Center: 

  

1. hour    -    40€ 

2. hours  -    75€ 

3. hours  -  105€ 

4. hours  -  135€ 

5. hours  -  165€ 

6. hours  -  190€ 

7. hours  -  225€ 

8. hours  -  255€ 

9. hours  -  285€ 

10. hours  -  300€ 

 

More than 10 hours - each additional hour of training costs 30 € 

If classes are held of 2 people the other person pays 70% of retail price 

 

 

 

Private windsurfing courses 
 

 For those that do not have the equipment bookings Prasonisi Center (includes the fee for 

renting equipment) 

 

1. hour  -      55€ 

2. hours  -  100€ 

3. hours  -  140€ 

4. hours  -  180€ 

5. hours  -  220€ 

6. hours  -  260€ 

7. hours  -  300€ 

8. hours  -  340€ 

9. hours  -  370€ 

10. hours  -  400 € 

 

More than 10 hours - each additional hour of training costs 35 € 

If classes are held of 2 people the other person pays 70% of retail price 

 

 

Group windsurfing courses 

 
Activities designed only for beginners (group 3 - 6 people) 

• 5 days on 3h per day (15h of classes) and 5 days of 1 hour of free sailing after classes. 

Included equipment for beginners (deski viper lub start)                                    180€ 

• One-day (3 hours of classes) and 1 h of free sailing after the class             50€ 
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Kite courses 
 

 

The courses prices includes equipment for training. 

We use only newest North Kiteboarding equipment.  

  

We offer only individual courses. From security reason we don’t offer group courses. 

 

We offer courses on any level of skills – personally adjusted, including kite wave riding on 

wave boards. 

 

 

 

 

Courses prices: 

 

 

From 1th to 10th hour                                        50€ per hour 

From 10th hour                                                    45€ per hour 

        

 

 

If classes are held for 2 people the other (second) person pays 70% of the retail price. 

 

Courses  prices include kit equipment insurance. Doesn’t  include clients personal 

insurance.  
 

. 


